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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear resonance absorption of the 25.6-keV gamma ray of Dy161 

has been studied experimentally at pressures up to 100 kbar by using 

sources situated in gadolinium metal together with thin metallic dysprosium 

absorbers. Velocity spectra taken at 30 and 50 kbar show complex hyperfine 

structure. Increasing the pressure leads to both greater recoil-free 

fractions and greater overall hyperfine splitting. The effect of pressure 

on the recoil-free fraction is satisfactorily explained with a modification 

of Hanks' theoretical treatment. It is proposed that the hyperfine splitting 

is predominantly due to electric quadrupole interactions, with the electric 

field gradient at the nucleus increasing with ~ncreasing pressure. By 

fitting theoretical spectra to the velocity spectrum at 30 kbar, a value 

of 1.30 is derived for the ratio of the quadrupole moments of the 25.6-
161 keV state and the ground state of Dy . 
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I . I.NTRODUCTION 

The discovery of recoil-free emission and absorption of gamma rays 1 

has led to a rapidly expanding new field of investigation which has pro

duced an abundance of information for several disciplines. This phenomenon, 

which has become widely known as the M8ssbauer effect in honor of its 

discoverer, has proved to be a useful and unique tool for the study of such 

d~verse areas as the theory of relativity, nuclear physics, chemical bonding, 

and solid-state physics. A theoretical interpretation of the effect itself 

is available, and this has proved to be an adequate theoretical foundation 

for many experiments. 

Recoil-free emission of gamma rays may be described in a simple 

qualitative manner as having a finite probability of occurring when a 

radioactive nucleus is tightly bound in a crystalline lattice so that 

the recoil is taken up by the crystal as a whole. On the basis of this 

statement one might expect that the probability for recoil-free emission 

could be increased by any process that increases the crystalline binding 

forces. That this is indeed true has been shown experimentally by many 

workers using low temperatures as the means of reducing lattice vibrations 

and thus producing a more tightly bound nucleus. However, one might also 

expect a similar result from the use of high pressures, and this has been 

predicted theoretically.
2 

An experimental investigation was therefore 

undertaken to determine the nature and magnitude of the influence of high 

pressures on the M8ssbauer effect. The findings of this investigation are 

reported here in. 

As a background for this study, the sections immediately following 

briefly discuss various aspects of the experiment that are important for 

its understanding. Section A describes the Mossbauer effect in a general 

fashion and discusses the considerations involved in selecting a suitable 

nuclide for study; Sec. B presents the pertinent nuclear properties of the 

isotope:· chosen for this study, Dy161 . Properties of the crystalline 

lattices used are given in Sec. C, and>finally, Sec. D reviews some ex

perimental and theoretical results from high-pressure research that are of 

interest here. 
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A. Nuclear Resonance Absorption of Gamma Rays 

Several excellent accounts of the detailed theory of the MBssbauer 
3-8 effect have been published elsewhere, and no attempt to reproduce this 

work will be made here. Rather, a short description of the general 

principles of the phenomenon will be given, together with a few important 

theoretical results whichwill be useful in the later discussion. 

If one considers a free nucleus that undergoes a gamma transition 

of energy E0 to its ground state, it is clear that .the nucleus must ex

perience a recoil when the photon is emitted, in order to conserve linear 

momentum. Therefore the energy of the gamma ray must be slightly less 

than E
0 

by the recoil energy R, given by 

R = 

E2 
0 

--2 
2Mc 

(l) 

where M is the mass of the recoiling nucleus and c is the velocity of 

light. For the inverse process of e~citing a free nucleus in its ground 

state to a state of energy E0 , an impinging photon must have the energy 

EO + R to compensate for the effect of recoil upon absorption. Thus 

for the case of free nuclei and,indeed, for all except certain special 

situations, the energy of emitted gamma rays is too low by an amount 2R 

to permit nuclear reabsorption. Once recoir has occurred, the missing 

energy can be supplied to the gamma ray only with great difficulty; 

nuclear resonance fluorescence techniques9 have been used for this purpose. 

The effect of recoil is especially pronounced for delayed gamma transtions. 

For example, the recoil energy of a 200-keV transition with a lifetime of 
9 -1 -6 10- sec is of the order of 10 eV, whereas the level width is only 10 

ev. ~ 

It may be seen from Eq. (l) that the energy of a gamma ray lost 

to recoil decreases with increasing mass of the recoiling unit. Thus if ~ 

many nuclei recoil together upon gamma emission the recoil energy is 

greatly reduced. Furthermore, if the emitting nucleus is so tightly 

bound in a crystalline lattice that the entire crystal recoils, then the 
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recoil energy becomes negligibly small. M8ssbauer1 discovered that such 

a process may actually occur to a measurable extent under proper conditions. 

He also developed much of theoretical treatment upon which later ex

perimental work has been based. The lattice vibrations of a crystal are 

assumed to arise from.a set of harmonic oscillators with quantized energies 

and with a spectrum of vibrational frequencies. The Debye approximationlO,ll 

is used to describe this frequency spectrum. 

The frequency spectrum obtained from the Debye treatment is a 

quadratic function of frequency with a sharp cutoff at the frequency 

k8/h, where k is Boltzmann's constant, his Planck's constant, and 8 

is the characteristic Debye temperature of the lattice. The Debye tem

perature 8 is a measure of the degree of crystalline binding. From this 

model the fraction f of gamma rays that are emitted without recoil energy 

loss is given by 

ln f 3R [1+{~)2 Je/T t dt 

1 l (2) := - 2k8 
e 

where R is the recoil energy of Eq. (l) and T is the ambient tem-

perature of the source. Thus a fraction f of the transitions will have 

energies centered about E0 rather than E
0 

R. Furthermore, nuclear 

absorption of gamma rays with energy near E
0 

may also occur without re

coil by the same mechanism, with probability f' given by an expression 

similar to Eq. (2). It is apparent that the fraction f' of transitions 

that may be absorbed without recoil need have energies near E
0 

rather 

than E0 + R. That is, the energies are correct for resonant absorption 

of recoil-free gamma rays. 

This suggests a method for detecting nuclear resonance absorption 

by introducing relative motion between the source and the absorber, thus 

changing the energy of the recoil-free emission peak with respect to the 

recoil-free absorption cross-section peak. Ordinarily the transmission 

of gamma rays through a resonant absorber is measured at a number of 

velocities so that the energy of the recoil-free emission peak is pro

gressively changed from far off resonance to exact resonance and beyond. 

The transmission will then decrease in the region of the resonance velocity 
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because nuclear ab~orption will remove a portion of the photons from the 

beam. Relatively slow velocities are sufficient to produce a Doppler 

shift between the source and the absorber large enough to destroy resonance. 

A photon of nominal energy E0 emitted from a nucleus moving with velocity 

v with respect to an absorber experiences the Doppler shift (v/c)E0 . 

Thus, for the previous example of. a 200-keV transition, the 10~6 -ev level 

width corresponds to a Doppler velocity of only 1.5 rrrrn/sec. 

The preceding argument, based on single emission and absorption 

lines, is easily extended to include the possibility of hyp~rfine sttucture 

(hfs). A nuclear state of spin I in the absence of perturbing fields is 

degenerate and possesses 2I+l sublevels of equal energy. If this 

degeneracy is broken in an excited state and/or ground state, a garrrrna 

transition between these states will bave a number of components of 

slightly different energies arising from the different sublevels. Two 

common types of perturbations which will produce splitting of the nuclear 

sublevels are (a) the interaction between;the nuclear magnetic moment and 

the magnetic field at the nucleus, and (b) the interaction between the 

nuclear electric quadrupole moment and the electric field gradient at the 

nucleus. Even with the strongest available fields these splittings are 

so very small compared with the total transition energy that the hyper

fine components are never resolved by the usual techniques of gamma-ray 

spectroscopy. However, with the nuclear-resonance-absorption method, 

which is easily capable of resolving energy differences as small as 1 part 
12 

in 10 , it is possible to directly observe the hfs of gamma transitions. 

The simplest case is that in which the line is unsplit in either 

the source or the absorber, while the other has splitting. In many in

stances it is possible to find a crystalline environment in which there 

is only a single line. For convenience the following discussion will 

assume that the line is split in the source and unsplit in the absorber, 

although the same argument holds when the roles are reversed. Then, in 

a transmission experiment the entire pattern of emission lines may be 

thought of as being Doppler-shifted across the energy of the single ab

sorption line. At each Doppler velocity at which the energy of an emission 

line matches the energy of the absorption line a resonance will occur, 
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and the transmission will drop. The velocity spectrum thus obtained is 

an exact representation of the hyperfine components of the transition. 

For the case in which both the emission line and the absorption 

line are split the velocity spectrum is somewhat more complex. This is 

the result of Doppler-shifting the emission pattern across an absorption 

line which itself has structure) so that there are many more possibilities 

for resonances. Multiple resonances may also occur if at some Doppler 

velocity two or more emission lines have the same energies as a like num

ber of absorption lines. Although this case is more complex) the hfs 

in both the source and the absorber may often be deduced from such a 

velocity spectrum. Knowledge of the hyperfine splittings can then yield 

valuable information as to the nature of interactions in the solid state. 

As for the environment of emitting and absorbing nuclei) the coq

ditions for obtaining a large fraction of recoilless events may be sum

marized in the value of T/8. As may be seen from EQ. (2)) a small value 

of T/8 is most desirable. Thus the optimum recoil-free fraction is 

obtained with the emitting or absorbing nuclei in a crystal with a high 

Debye temperature) at a low ambient temperature. Physically this condi

tion may be considered to lead to (a) strong blng,ing within the crystal 

due to a large force constant between the atoms) and (b) to reduced 

thermal oscillations. At a constant ambient temperature the recoil-free 

fraction should therefore be enhanced by increasing the Debye temperature 

of the crystalline environment. 

There are four important factors to be considered in selecting a 

nuclide for use in a recoil-free absorption experiment. In general) the 

properties of the gamma transition and of the nuclear states between 

which it proceeds determine: the usefulness of any given isotope for this 

purpose. Each of these four factors will now be discussed. 

1. The gamma transition should proceed to the ground state of 

a stable nucleus. Since a transmission experiment reQuires an absorber 

containing macroscopic amounts of material in the correct nuclear state 

for resonant absorption of the gamma rayJ it is clear that a stable isotope 
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will always meet this requirement. Strictly speaking, howeve.r, an ab

sorber may ·be made from any material obtainable in macroscopic quantities 

and in a nuclear state whose lifetime is comparable to the length of the 

experiment, or longer. This more general requirement therefore admits 

the possibility of using gamma transitions that proceed to the ground state 

of a long-lived radioactive nucleus or even to an isomeric .state of 

sufficiently long lifetime. However, in the sense that simplicity en

hances the usefulness of a method, a stable nucle~s is the most useful, 

and the type of nuclear state to which a gamma transition proceeds is an 

important factor in determining its usefulness for a nuclear-resonance

absorption experiment. To date all work in this field reported in the 

literature has used stable isotopes. 

2. The energy of the gamma transition should be low. Equation 

(l) shows that the normal recoil energy of a photon increases as the square 

of the transition energy. Futhermore, Eq. (2) shows that the recoil-free 

fraction decreases exponentially with increasing recoil energy. Thus 

recoil-free fractions are extremely sensitive functions of the gamma-ray 

energy. In other words, the tendency of gamma emission to disrupt the 

binding forces within the crystal through recoil of an individual atom 

is much greater with a high-energy gamma ray than with a low-energy gamma 

ray. Most of the gamma transitions used in nuclear-resonance-absorption 

experiments have had energies less than 100 keV. 

3. The conversion coefficient for the transition should be small. 

This requirement is necessary to ensure that the transition has an 

appreciable probability of proceeding by photon emission. Since those 

transitions that occur by internal conversion are lost for purposes of 

resonant absorption, it is desirable that the relative number of converted 

transitions be small. This dependence on the conversion coeffient a 
may be seen in the quantum-mechanical expression for the absorption cross 

section a at exact resonance: 

a 
2I +l 

e 
2I +l 

g 

l 
1-ta 

f f' (3) 
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Here 7c" = A./27r , where A. is the wavelength of the photon; again the 

dependence on transition energy favors low energies (long wavelengths). 

Also, I and I 
e g 

are the nuclear spin quantum numbers for the excited 

state and the ground state, respectively. 

It should be noted that in general the requirements of low transi

tion energy and small conversion coefficient are not compatible. Both 

theoretical calcu~tions12 and a large body of experimental information13 

show that conversion coefficients tend to (a) increase as the transition 

energy becomes small and (b) become extremely large at the lowest transi

tion energies. Therefore, in selecting a transition for use in nuclear

resonance-absorption studies, a compromise is generally necessary· be

tween the need for a low transition energy on the one hand and a small 

conversion coefficient on the other. Transitions with conversion co

efficients as high as 10 or 20 have been used successfully. Furth~r, .the 

theoretical calculations of Rose12 indicate that for a given transition 

energy and atomic number the conversion coefficients for electric multi

pole radiation are lower than those for the corresponding magnetic multi

pole radiation:, and also that low multipolarity gives a lower conversion 

coefficient. From this point of view, therefore, electric dipole transi

tions meet the requirement of a small conversion coefficient most favorably. 

Another special case for favorably low conversion coefficients 

occurs when the transition energy is slightly less than the energy at 

which internal conversion in the K shell becomes possible. Conversion 

coefficients rise sharply at this K edge.because of the availability 

of an additional shell in which conversion may take place. Therefore it 

is desirable that the transition energy be less than the K-electron 

binding energy. 

4. The lifetime of the excited state should be relatively long. 

From the uncertainty principle the natural line width of a transition is 

inversely proportional to the lifetime of the parent state. Therefore, 

the longer the lifetime of the excited state, the more sharply defined 

is the energy of the gamma line. Thus, for a given recoil-free fraction, 

the narrower the emission line, the greater is its peak intensity. A 

narrow line width is especially important for cases where hfs is present; 
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resolution of hyperfine components is possible only when the line widths 

are less than the splittings. The most useful range of lifetimes has 

proved to be that which is easily measurable by delayed-coincidence tech

niques; that is, from about 10-9 to l0-6 sec. Lines with lifetimes 

longer than about 10-6 sec are so narrow that the detection of their 

resonant absorption becomes difficult. For example, early workers found 

no resonant-absorption effect for the 93-keV gamma ray of zn67, with a 

lifetime of 9·4 x lo-6 sec. Presumably this result was due to the ex

treme narrowness of the line.
14 

B. Dysprosium-161 

The criteria enumerated in the previous section severely limit 

the number of nuclides containing gamma transitions useful in nuclear

resonance-absorption experiments. For the present study the 25.6-keV 

· t. f D 161 h . ' F' l h I th. t. th trans1 1on o y , s own 1n 1g. , was c osen. n 1s sec 10n e 

nuclear properties of the transition will be discussed with reference 

to the aforementioned criteria, and a summary of previous M8ssbauer 

experiments that used this transition will be given. 

l. The 25.6-keV transition in Dy161 proceeds from a state at 
161 25.6 keV to the stable ground state of Dy . Historically, this point 

was once the subject of considerable controversy. All the early investi

gations agreed that there was a well-established state at 74·.·5 keV which 

decayed by the emission of 48.9- and 25.6-keV gamma rays in eascade.l5-lS 

However, from intensity data alone no clear choice was available for the 

correct order of these two transitions··· Subsequent measurements of the 

lifetimes of the two excited states by delayed-coincidence techniques 

allowed an unequivocal assignment of the 25.6-keV gamma ray as the ground 

state transition. 19' 20 ' 21 Therefore, absorbers containing stable Dyl6l 

may be used for nuclear resonance absorption of the 25.6-keV gamma ray. 

Dysprosium-161 has an isotopic abundance of 18.88% in natural dysprosium.
22 

2. The transition energy is relatively low. By using Eq. (l), 

a 25.6-keV gamma ray produces a recoil energy of only 0.0022 eV. This 
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value may be inserted into Eq.. (2) to obtain an estimate of the recoil

free fraction. For example, with T/8 = 2, the value of the expression 

within brackets is approximately 8; then, for 8 = 150, one finds 

ln f = -2, or f = 0.13. Thus, on the basis of the Debye model, one 

might expect at least' 13% of the gamma rays to be emitted without recoil 

in most solids, even at room temperature. 

3· The total conversion coefficient for the transition is 

favorably low. Although no direct measurement of this quantity has been 

. reported, a reasonable estimate of Cl = 3 may be made. Since the transi-

tion energy is considerably less than the binding energy of K electrons in 

Dy, K conversion is not possible, and a measurement of the L-shell con

version coefficient, a1 = 2.1, is available. 17 Furthermore, measurements 

of the L/M+N electron intensity ratio20 indicate that conversion in the 

M shell and the N shell is only 30 to 40% of that in the L shell. There

fore, adopting the value Cl = 3, we find that the nuclear-resonance

absorption cross section is attenuated by the factor (l+a)-l = 0.25. 

From the 1-subshell intensity ratios, the transi tion:·has been assigned 

El multipolarity .17 

4. The lifetime of the 25.6-keV state of Dy161 can be measured 

by delayed-coincidence technique's; i:t has been reported19 to be 2.7x10-S 

sec. This corresponds to a natur~l line width of 2.4xl0-S eV. Therefore, 

we might expect to observe hfs if the splittings are on the order of 

10-7 ev. 
The preceding properties of the Dy161 25.6-keV transition in

dicate quite strongly that in a proper environment this radiation should 

exhibit a sizeable M8ssbauer Effect. This has been demonstrated by the 
23 24 work of Ofer et al., ' who have measured the nuclear 

t · f D 161 · 1 t 11· . t sorp lOn o y ln severa crys a lne envlronmen s. 

resonance ab

At 300°K with 

the emitting nuclei embedded in gadolinium oxide and with a dysprosium 
23 oxide absorber the recoil-free fraction f = 0.23 was found. The 

velocity spectrum had the form of a single broad resonance with no 

evidence of structure and with a line width of nearly 100 times the 

natural line width. In later work
24 

Ofer and his co-workers discovered 
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that a relatively narrow unsplit emission line could be obtained from 

a source prepared by diffusing the radioactive ions into metallic copper. 

Recoil-free radiation from this source -vras used by them to obtain the 

resonance spectrum of a ferrimagnetic dysprosium iron garnet absorber. 

In this case quite large splittings were observed, with most of the 

hyperfine components of the absorption line resolved and identifiable. 

From the experimental data the quadrupole moment of the ground state of 
161 . -24 2 Dy was deduced; the value obta~ned was 2 X 10 em · 

C. Gadolinium and Dysprosium Metals 

The metallic state of materials is exceptionally convenient for 

purposes of high-pressure experimentation. In the present work, there; 

fore, only metallic sources have been used for M5ssbauer studies. 

Sources in Gd metal are most readily prepared, and were generally used 

throughout this work; absorbers were natural Dy metal. Since this 

pair of rare-earth metals forms the crystalline environment for recoil

free emission and absorption in these studies, it is useful at this 

point to mention some of their important chemical and physical properties. 

Although the rare-earth ions have long been noted for having 

similar chemical reactivity, their metallic states sometimes possess 

strikingly different physic~l properties. 25 In particular, the magnetic 

behavior of the rare-earth metals is quite varied. Both Gd and Dy 

are fairly typical of the rare-earth metals, exhibiting similar mechanical 

properties but having quite different magnetic behavior. However, 

both these metals are paramagnetic at room temperature. A summary of 

the properties of these two metals is given in Table I. 

A few M~ssbauer experiments have been reported for which either 

the emitter or the absorber was a rare-earth 
161 

25.6-keV gamma ray of Dy , the other cases 

of Tm169 and the 84-keV transition of Yb170 . 

metal. In addition to the 

are the 8.4-keV transition 

These and several other 

cases in the rare-earth region have been studied with oxides as the 

crystalline environment for the emitting and absorbing nuclei. However, 

since the metallic states of Gd and Dy play an important role in the 
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Table I. Some properties of gadolinium and dysprosium. 

Atomic number 

Electronic configuration 

Atomic weight 

Density (g/cm3) 

Crystal structure 

Lattice constants (~) 

Atomic volume (cm3/mole) 

Compressibility (cm2/kg) 

Curie point 

N~el point 

Isotopic abundances (%) 

Neutron cross sections 

for Gd (barns) 

Debye temperature 

Grlineisen constant 

Gd 

64 

4f 7 5s2p6d 6s2' 

157.26 

7.895 
hcp 

a 3.6315 
c 5·777 

c/a L591 

19.88 

2.52 X 10-6 
2.5 X l0-6 

289° K 

Gdl52 
15)+ 

Gd 
Gdl55 

0.200 

2.15 

14.73 

20.47 

15.68 

24.87 

21.90 

Gdl56 

Gdl57 

Gd158 

Gdl60 

Gd152 

Gdl55 
< 125 

56 200 
Gdl57 242 000 

Gdl58 3·9 
Gdl60 0.8 

152 

0.63 
1.5 

Dy 

66 
4f9 5s2p6d6s2 

162.51 

8.536 

hcp 

a 3·5923 
c 5·6545 

c/a 1. 574 

19.032 
-6 2.39 X 10_6 2.6 X 10 

85° K 

175° K 

Dy156 · 0.0524 

Dy158 0.0902 

Dy160 2.294 

Dy161 18.88 

Dy
162 

25.53 

Dy163 24.97 

Dy164 28.18 

Reference 

(25) 

(25) 

(25) 
(27) 
(28) 

. (29) (30) 

(30) 

Gd: 

(31) (32) 

Dy: 

(22) 

(33) 

(34) 

(34) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 
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present work, it is worth while to survey the few cases where a similar 

crystalline environment was used in a M8ssbauer experiment. 

A group at Manchester26 has studied the 25.6-keV transition of 

Dy161 in a metallic environment very similar to that used in the 

present work. Their source was a gadolinium-magnesium alloy which 

was paramagnetic and apparently gave an unsplit line. This source 

was used to analyze the hyperfine spectrum of a metallic Dy absorber 

in its antiferromagnetic temperature range. The measurements were 

performed both with and without an external magnetic field. Rather 

large hyperfine splittings were observed as a result of large internal 

magnetic fields at the nucleus, with some evidence of an electric 

quadrupole interaction also present. However, the most interesting 

portion of their work, from the viewpoint of the present study, is 

their measurements of the temperature dependence of the magnetic field 

in the Dy absorber in the region up to the N~el point. The internal 

magnetic field was observed to decrease steadily up to very near the 

~el temperature, and their extrapolation indicates that the internal 

magnetic field disappears completely at the transition point to the 

paramagnetic state. The implications of this important result will be 

discussed more fully in a later section. 

Two other cases have been reported in which a rare-earth metal 
169 170 was used. These are Tm and Yb , and in each case the rare-earth 

metal was thulium. For Tm169 a thulium absorber was used at room 

temperature, where the material is paramagnetic.38 For Ybl70 a source 

of Tm170 in thulium metal was used at 20°K, where the material is 

ferromagnetic.39 In each case the results were interpreted by assuming 

that the hyperfine splitting in the metal was such that only a single 

line was obtained. The reason for this with Tm169 was that in,the para

magnetic state both the magnetic interaction and the electric quadrupole 

interaction are small enough that the splitting is unresolved. For 

Yb170 it was postulated that the unsplit line was due to the Yb++ ion 
170 l formed after beta-decay of Tm . This ion has a s0 ground state 

and would therefore have no hyperfine splitting. 
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D. High-Pressure Phenomena 

To complete the background material for the present ex_periments, 

several papers are available in the literature which deal with high. 

pressures in one way or another, and which have a direct hearing upon 

the present work. They form a miscellaneous assembly of topics, but, 

in general, relate high pressure to either the rare-earth metals or 

to the MBssbauer effect. 

B~idgman28 measured the volume compressibility and electrical 

resistance at high pressure of most of the rare-earth metals, in

cluding Gd and Dy. The volume measurements were made up to 40 kbar; 

the tabulated data for these two metals show no unusual features and 

when plotted fall on smooth curves. It is therefore possible to 

express Bridgman's volume data for Gd and Dy in the manner suggested 
40 by Slater: 

2 = aP - bP , (4) 

where LV/V0 is the relative volume change, P is the pressure, and 

a and b are empirically determined coefficients. 

For Gd: a 

For Dy: a 

2.58 X l0-6, 

2.63 X l0-6, 

b 1.0 X 10-ll 

b = 1.2 X 10-ll 

These coefficients will be useful in a later discussion. 

Patrick
41 

has measured the change of Curie point with pressure 

for Gd metal. His measurements were carried out under hydrostatic 

pressures up to 9 kbar. The result for the pressure coefficient· of the 

Curie point for Gd is - 1.2 ± 0.2°C/kbar. Thus the temperature at 

which the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition occurs decreases with 

pres sure; up ,·to 9 kbar. 

Very little previous work is available concerning the influence 

of high pressures on the M8ssbauer effect. Hanks has given a simple 

theoretical treatment which predicts the effects of pressure on recoil

free fractions
2 

and line position, 42 for the case in which T/8 is 

:..· 
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small. Pound et al.
43 have performed experiments up to 3 kbar with the 

Fe57 14.4-keV gamma ray. The measured effect of pressure in their 

work was the shift in energy of the recoil-free gamma rays, which 

gives the pressure coefficient of fre~uency. 
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II . EXPERIMENTAL. METHODS 

A. Materials Preparation 

Sources in the form of Gd metal discs containing radioactive 
161 Tb were used throughout this work. Discs were machined from a 

large piece of commercially-obtained Gd metal of natural isotopic 

composition. To meet the re~uirements of the high-pressure apparatus, 

each disc was 3/16 in. in diameter and 0.007±0.0005 in. thick. Then, 

neutron irradiation of these machined samples produced the Gd160 (n,~) 
Gd161 reaction, followed by the beta-decay of 3.7-min Gd161 to 7-day 

Tb
161

. Sources prepared in this manner were used directly in the ex

periments, without the necessity of further chemical or metallurgical 

procedures. 

Thermal-neutron irradiations were performed at the Materials 

Testing Reactor, Arco, Idaho, in an average thermal-neutron ,flux of 
. lo14 /, 2 t d d .. 2 X neutrons1sec-cm . Samples o be irra iate were vacuum-

sealed in ~uartz capsules and placed in standard aluminum containers 

for shipment to the reactor. Irradiations usually were for 7 days; 

this was found to be an optimum time, since it allowed 50% of the 

maximum possible amount of Tb161 to be formed, yet was short enough 

that the production of long-lived Gd153 was very small. In addition 

to 230-day Gdl53, neutron irradiation produced 18.5-h Gd159. It was 

found that Gdl59 decayed away sufficiently by the fifth day after 

removal from the reactor for the source to be used in an experiment; 

the principle activity continued to be Tb161 until about the fifteenth 

day after removal from the reactor. Thus, sources prepared in this 

way were usable for about nine or ten days. 

Absorbers were prepared by vacuum evaporation of natural Dy 

metal onto aluminum backing foils. Circular backing foils with a 3-in. 

diameter were cut from 0.001-in. aluminum sheet. To promote adhesion 

of evaporated Dy, one surface of each backing foil was roughened by 

the abrasive action of finely divided Al2o
3 

from a dental sandblasting 

apparatus. The vacuum evaporation process was carried out in an 

electron-bombardment furnace with a tantalum crucible to hold the 

charge of Dy metal. The geometry of the evaporation setup was such 
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that the angular distribution of material condensing on the backing foil 

was uniform. In this way a series of absorber foils was prepared ranging 

in average thickness from 5 to 20 mg/cm2 of Dy. 

B.. Production of High Pressures 

The basic elements of·the high-pressure apparatus used in this 

work consist of a set of Bridgman-type anvils and a hydraulic press 

with 100-ton capacity. The experimental arrangement of the pressure 

cell is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The design and use of this 
44 45 high-pressure equipment has been given elsewhere, ' so that only a 

brief description is necessary here. 

Pressure was transmitted to a small sample by means of anvils of 

the type developed by Bridgman,
44 

with the design modifications of 

Jura, et a1. 45 The anvils used in this work each consisted of a 1-in.

diam tungsten carbide insert in a 4-in.·-diam shrunk-on steel jacket. 

As shown in Fig. 2 the anvils are tapered with an angle of 5 deg except 

for the small flat surface at the center of the tungsten carbide insert. 

This flat surface forms one end of the pressure chamber, and anvils are 

often described by the diameter of the flat portion. Thus, l/4-in. 

anvils were used throughout this work. 

A detailed view of the pressure chamber is shown in Fig. 3· As 

previously described, the dimensions of the sample were 3/16 in. in 

diameter and 0.007±0.0005 ino thick. Between the flat portions of two 

anvils are ~ntained the sample and a gasket in the form of a ferric

oxide-coated pyrophyllite ring of l/4-in. diameter with l/32-in. walls 

and 0.010±0.0005 in. thickness. Upon application of pressure, the 

pyrophyllite ring surrounding the sample immediately compresses to the 

same thickness as the sample, thus forming a strong seal to prevent the 

sample from extruding from between the anvils. With the ring and sample 

dimensions used, the sealing action was usually capable of withstanding 

pressures up to 100 kbar. 
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Fig. 2. Cross section of Bridgman-type anvils. 
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Fig. 3. Cross section of the pressure chamber between the 
faces of Bridgman-type anvils. The shaded areas are 
a pyrophyllite ring. 
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In a few instances the pyrophyllite ring would fail, or "blow-out," 

under pressure, a phenomenon not uncommon with Bridgman-type anvils. 

Since the samples used in this work were radioactive, special precautions 

were taken to ensure the confinement of radioactive material in the 

event of a blow-out. A closely fitting aluminum jacket was constructed 

to surround completely the anvil system in the press; a 1/2-in. -diam hole 

was provided for the exit of a beam of gamma rays. In addition, much 

of the press was enclosed in a lucite box fitted with a suction device to 

circulate air from the box through a filter. In practice the blow-outs 

that occurred were not serious in terms of scattering radioactive material. 

The Gd metal samples usually remained in one piece with very little 

extrusion. 

Pressure was applied to the anvil assembly with a Gorenson-type 

hydraulic press with 100-ton capacity. The pressure of the oil was 

measured with a calibrated Heise gauge. From this measured QUantity and 

the ram diameter, the total load on the sample could be calculated. 

Loading calculated in this way gives a nominal or average pressure, 

which will be used for convenience in the subseQuent discussions to 

describe the pressure at which an e~eriment was performed. 

The work of Montgomery et al. 6 on the calibration of Bridgman

type anvils up to 125 kbar has shown that the loading is not necessarily 

an accurate measure of the true pressure on a sample. Rather, they 

found that a radial pressure gradient existed in the sample, with the 

pressure at the center of the sample somewhat lower than the pressure 

at its edge. However, at constant radius they found that the assumption 

of proportionality between loading and true pressure was QUite good up 

to 125 kbar. This relationship between loading and pressure will be 

very useful in a later discussion. 

C. Velocity Spectrometer 

As mentioned earlier, nuclear resonance absorption of gamma rays 

may be detected by providing the source and absorber with a velocity 
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with respect to each other, so that the recoil-free emission line receives 

a Doppler shift in energy. A particularly simple and convenient method 

of giving an absorber a component of velocity with respect to an emitter 

consists of using an absorber in the form of a large disc rotating on a 

tilted axis. The use of this principle in a M5ssbauer experiment was 

first described by DePasquali et a1. 47 A velocity spectrometer with 

rotating-disc absorbers was used in the present study of the M5ssbauer 

effect under pressure; the instrument to be described is a modification 

of a design by Dr. D. A. Shirley. 48 

It is convenient to discuss separately the mechanical components 

of the spectrometer that form a single unit for mounting on the press, 

and the associated electrical components that are remotely located from 

the press. The mechanical portion of the spectrometer, illustrated in 

Fig. 4, consists of the following components mounted on a l/2-in.-thick 

aluminum base: rotating-disc drive system, collimator, detector, and 

a guide for proper orientation with the press. The electrical components 

are: a power supply-amplifier, and an audio oscillator. 

The rotating-disc drive system is composed of: an absorber foil 

holder, a drive shaft, reduction gears, and a synchronous motor. After 

passing through the rotating absorber the gamma-ray beam is collimated 

by a lead plug l-l/2 in. in diameter and l/2 in. thick, with a 1/~-in.

diam hole through the center. The collimator is held positioned near 

the absorber by an aluminum tube through which the gamma-ray beam passes. 

Mounted at the end of this tube is the detector, which will be discussed 

in the following section on gamma-ray spectroscopy. The entire mechanical 

assembly is positioned correctly with respect to the anvils by means of 

a small aluminum platform, shown clearly in Fig. 4(b) with a dowel pin 

which mates with a keyway on the jacket surrounding the anvils. 

Each absorber foil holder consist of a pair of matched brass 

discs between which an absorber foil is sandwiched. As shown in Fig. 5, 
the discs are 3 in. in diameter by l/16-in. thick, with circular segments 

cut away to expose the absorber. There are four segments 3/16 in. wide, 

centered at a radius of lin., completely exposing a ring of absorber 
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(a) Top view 
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(b) Side view 
MU.29233 

Fig. 4. Top and side views of the mechanical portion of the 
velocity spectrometer. The major components shown are: 
1, Source; ~, Anvils; 3, Anvil jacket; 4, Absorber foil 
holder; 5, Collimator; 6, Detector assembly; 7, Drive 
shaft; 8, Reduction gears; 9, Gear box; 10, Synchronous 
motor; 11, Base plate; 1~, Gamma-ray beam. (The anvil 
assembly is shown in section in the side view.) 
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Fig. 5. Absorber foil holder. 
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foil, except for the areas beneath l/16-in. spokes s12parating the segments. 

There is one hole in the center and four holes around the circumference 

to accomodate size :2 ~56 screws. At a radius of 1/2 in. is a h!UJ:e to 

accomodate a 1/8-in. dowel pin. 

The drive shaft, 1/4-in. brass rod 11-1/2 in. long, is mounted at 

an angle of 8 deg to the line between the source and the detector. At 

the end nearest the anvils is affixed a brass disc 1-1/4 in. in diam 

by 1/8 in. thick, upon which the absorber foil holder may be seated. 

This disc is tapped at the center for a 2-56 screw, and has a 1/8-in. 

dowel pin, 1/4 in. long, at a radius of 1/2 in. The drive shaft passes 

through bearings located in two supporting posts attached to the aluminum 

base. 

The drive shaft is powered by a synchronous mo;:\t0:t" via a set of 

reduction gears. The motor is directly attached to a permanently

mounted gear box which gives a 50:1 reduction in speed. A pair of 

interchangeable gears connects this gear box to the drive shaft to 

provide overall reduction ratios of 25:1, 50:1, and 100:1. 

The synchronous motor and the electrical components are identical 

to those used by Shirley et a1.
48 A Times Facsimile Corp. Type ' 

1823-06-00-10 synchronous motor is used, and its speed is controlled 

by the signal from an audio oscillator. Power for the motor, amplification 

of the audio oscillator signal, and control of the start-stop and 

direction-of-rotation functions is provided by a UCRL Model 103 Belt Drive 

Amplifier. Several different audio oscillators were used interchangeably 

in these experiments, the major re~uirement being only an accurately 

calibrated audio signal fre~uency. 

In practice the velocity of the absorber with respect to the 

source was always measured in terms of the speed of revolution of the 

absorber. This could be conveniently found from a knowledge of the audio 

oscillator fre~uency and the reduction-gear ratio. Tqus, throughout 

this study the working unit of relative velocity was revolutions per 

minute rather than the commonly used units of mm/sec or em/sec. However, 

from the geometry of the instrument the conversion factor is easily 
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determined to bel em/sec= 27.05 rpm. The sign convention used in this 

work is that the relative velocity is positive when the absorber has a 

component of velocity toward the source. 

The velocity spectrometer just described was specially constructed 

£or and used with all of the e~eriments at elevated pressures. For one 

experiment at atmospheric pressure, however, a more suitable instrument 

was employed. This was an automatic device with a loudspeaker-driven 

absorber; it has been described elsewhere by Shirley et al.
49 

D. Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy 

A block diagram of the apparatus, including the counting e~uipment, 

is shown in Fig. 6. Gamma rays transmitted through the absorber were 

detected with a l-l/4-in··-diam by l/4-in. -thick Nai(Tl) scintillation 

counter having a thin beryllium window. The scintillation crystal is 

attached to the face of a Type 6292 photomultiplier tube, on the base 

of which are mount~d a standard voltage divider and preamplifier. The 

Nai detector 7 photomultiplier 7 voltage divider 7 and preamplifier are 

mounted as a unit on the velocity spectrometer base plate. A separate 

power supply unit run at about l kV furnishes the operating voltage for 

the photomultiplier. Pulses from the detector, after passing through a 

DD2 linear amplifier, are displayed on a Technical Measurements Corp. 

256-channel pulse-height analyzer. 

During the course of the experimental work it was convenient to 

use only one-~uarter of the channels of the pulse-height analyzer at a 

time. The gamma-ray spectrum of Tb161 was ~uite ade~uately displayed in 

64 channels, and other spectra could be stored in the remaining ~uarters 

of the memory for comparison purposes. In all cases the gamma-ray 

spectrum from about 10 to 55 keV was measured. Only three peaks are 

found in this range: (a) an intense peak which is a composite of Dy
161 

49-keV gamma rays and 41-keV Gd K x-rays, (b) the Dy161 25.6-keV photo

peak, and (c) an escape peak (from the K x-rays and 49-keV peak) centered 

at about 15 keV. Most of the K x-rays arise from the photoelectric 
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the electrical components of the 
velocity spectrometer • 
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absorption in Gd metal of gamma rays from the decay of Gd153. The 

25.6-keV photopeak was poorly resolved ~rom the escape peak, and usually 

appeared as a shoulder on the high-energy side of the escape peak. 

The counting geometry reQuired for the pressure experiments, seen 

in Figs. 3 and 4, is QUite poor. Although for counting purposes Bridgman

type anvils, described in Sec. II-B, are far superior to any other kind 

of pressure vessel, one sees that the edge of the sample disc is the 

only stirface from which gamma rays may escape. This means that highly 

radioactive samples must be used to ootain even a low counting rate. 

The half-thickness of gadolinium metal for photoelectric absorption of 

25.6-keV gamma rays is estimated to be about 0.05 mm or 0.002 in., so 

that virtually all of the photons that /reach the detector are emitted 

from a very small volume at the edge of the sample. This fact, although 

giving a poor counting geometry, has the advantage of avoiding effects 

due to radial pressure gradients in the source. Since most of the 

photons that escape arise within a distance which is a very small fraction 

of the radius of the sample, the variation of pressure over this distance 

is also QUite small. 

The experimental procedure for the measurement of nuclear resonance 

absorption at high pressures was very simple. After the source and 

velocity spectrometer were properly set up in the press and the des ired 

pressure reached, the gamma-ray spectrum was counted for a prescribed 

length of time with some constant absorber velocity. This procedure was 

done repeatedly, changing the absorber velocity after each count, until 

enough data had been accumulated to define the velocity spectrum at that 

pressure. Every fourth count was reserved for a measurement at··&;C.On

venient fiducial velocity, usually ±20 rpm, in order to check the 

stability of the counting system and the time dependence of the counting 

rates. Counts at the fiducial velocity also served as secondary reference 

counting rates, so that it wa·s not necessary to take counts at high 

velocities (far off resonance) repeatedly. Counting times at any given 

yelocity varied from 10 min to l h, depending upon the strength of the 

source, the pressure, and the statistical accuracy desired. 
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To achieve reasonable· statistical accuracy·· the entire velocity 

spectrum at a given pressure was usually repeated several times. Each 

point in the spectrum was thus the result of several short counts, rather 

than one long count. This had the double advantage of checking the 

reproducibility of the spectrum, as well as reducing the chance of in

troducing error due to electronic drifts in the counting equipment. 

Even though the data were subject to sizeable decay corrections, as dis

cussed in the following section, any measurement could be compared with 

other measurements within a two-hour period, without corrections and with 

little error. In this way resonance .line positions could be fixed, 

while :frequent. measurement of fiducial points permitted absolute trans

mission intensities to be derived from the data. 

E. Treatment of Data 

For each gamma spectrum the counts in a selected pumber of 

channels were summed to include the 25.6-keV photopeak. This sum divided 

by the counting time gave the gross counting rate associated with the 

25.6-keV gamma ray for that measurement. Thus, each gamma spectrum 

yields a single number, N(t,v), which is a counting rate dependent upon 

the time t at which the spectrum was measured and upon the velocity of 

the absorber during the measurement. For a given pressure the aggregate 

of these numbers N(t,v) will be referred to as the raw data.· 

Two time-dependent correction factors are required for the raw 
161 

data. One takes into account the decay of the Tb , whereas the other 

corrects for the background due to Gdl53. The form of the correction 

factors may be given in a general way if one considers a source with a 

counting rate N(t,v) at time t and velocity v, due only to two activities, 

A and B. It will be assumed that A is the desired resonant activity 

and that B is the background activity. The counting rate is given by 

N(t,v) 

(5) 
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Then, to find the counting rate of the desired activity A, corrected 

to zero time, 

~(O,v) = [N(t,v) - BN(t)] exp(AAt) 

~ r -:(::~)] exp(AAt) N(t,v) (6) 

[1 - X(t,v)] exp(AAt) N(t,v) , 

where X(t,v) is the fraction of the total counting rate due to the 

background activity B at time t and velocity v. The final form of the 

expression for ~(O,v) shows clearly the two correction factors referred 

to above: the factor exp(AAt) corrects for the decay of A, whereas 

the factor [1 - X(t,v)] corrects for the background due to B. 

The time dependence of X(t,v) may be determined empirically by 

the following method. It is assumed that B is the longer-lived of the 

two activities and that A will decay away almost completely in a reasonable 

length of time. Two sources are required, anew source with its counting 

rate given by Eq. (5), and an old source in which the activity due to A 

has become negligible. Ignoring velocity dependence for the moment, 

the counting rates N(t) of the new source and M(t) of the old source 

are given by 

N(t) = ~(t) + BN(t) = ~(0) exp(-AAt) + BN(O) exp(-A._s:t) 

(7) 

(8) 

If measurements of both N(t) and M(t) are made at time t-or within a 

time interval very short compared with the lifetime of A- one may define 

a quantity R(t:) as 
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~(t) BN(t) 

= BM(t) + BM(t) = 

~(0) exp(-A.At) 

BM(o) exp( -~t) 

The ratio of the activities of B in the two sources, BN(t)/~(t), 

is a constant and is independent of time. It may be determined by a 

measurement of N(oo) and M(oo) at asu:bse:q;u:ent, time when A has also 

decayed away from source N. Then 

R(~) 
B (oo) 

N 
B ( oo) 

M 

BN(t) 

= BM(t) = constant. (10) 

By inserting this result into Eq. (9), 

R(t) + R(oo) 

Finally, 

R(oo) R(oo) ~(t) 
R(t} = ~(t) + R(oo) ~(t) 

AN(t) + R(oo)~(t) 

BM(t) 
(ll) 

= X(t). 

(12) 

Thus the form of the correction factor X(t) is determined by measure

ments of the counting rates N(t) and M(t) of the two sources at a num

ber of different times t, including a measurement when the amount of A 

in both sources is negligible. 

The advantage of this method lies in the fact that it does not 

rely upon the long-term stability of counting equipment. Any given 

measurement of N(t) and M(t) is made within a relatively short time 

interval, so that only counting rates taken at very nearly the same time 

are ever compared. The ratio R(t) is independent of the absolute 

counting rates of either source and is a quantity that can be accurately 

compared with measurements taken a long time apart. 
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For the experimental determination of X(t) with the sources used 

in this work containing Tb161 and Gd.l53, two Gd-disc sources were used, 

one of which was 93 days older than the other .. The counting rates of 

the two sources were measured on days 5, 10, 15, 90, and 100, reckoning 

from the time the newer source was removed from the reactor. For each 

measurement the counting geometry was the same as that used in the 

high-pressure experiments, e~c:~pt that a nonresonant tantalum foil was 

substituted for the dysprosium absorber. Each of the last two measure

ments gave R(oo), and the agreement between them was excellent. The 

results of the measurements show that X(t) can be adequately represented 

by a linear dependence between day 5 and(day 15. There fore, on a plot 
I 

of X( t) vs t, a straight line was drawn I through the experimental points, 

and from this line the correction factors at arbitrary times could be 

interpolated. The functional relationship of X(t) in this range is given 

by 

X(t) 0.019 t - 0.025 ' (5~t<l5). (13) 

As noted earlier, however, the correction factor X has a slight velocity 

dependence; this may be taken into account by a successive-approximations 

method which will now be described. 
' 

The factor X(t) actually represents X(t,oo) when the velocity 

dependence is inserted; X(t) may be taken as the zero-order approxi

mation to X(t,v). Representing the order of the approximation by a 

superscript one may calculate: 

~(o)(o,v) 

= [1- X(t)] exp(AAt)'N(t,v). (14) 

The nonresonant counting rate ~(0, oo) is given by 
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'\r(O, oo) == [l- X(t, oo)] exp(A.At) N(t,oo) 

== [l - X(t)] exp{A.At) N(t,oo) ==constant. (15') 

The transmission T(v) of the gamma-ray beam through a resonant absorber 

defines the velocity spectrum and is given by 

T(v) 
~(o,v) 

= ~(0, oo) 

The zero-order velocity spectrum is calculated from 

~(o)(o,v) 
:= ~(o, oo) 

(16) 

(17) 

This velocity spectrum is used as a trial velocity dependence of X(t); 

X, ~(o,v), and T(v) are then recalculated: 

x(l)(t,v) = x(o)(t,v) T(o)(v) := X(t) T(o)(v) , (18) 

~(l)(o,v) [l - X(t) T(o)(v)] exp (A. At) N ( t, v), (19) 

T(l) (v) 
~(l)(O,v) 
~(o, oo ) 

(20) 

The first-order velocity spectrum T(l)(v) may be used to further refine 

the velocity dependence of X(t), and the process may be repeated until 

further approximations do not change T(v) significantly. For the kth 

order approximation 

(21) 
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(23) 

Thus, by this iterative procedure the true velocity spectrum may be 

obtained. 

All the raw data from exper.iments at several pre.ssures were 

subjected to.this tYJle of analysis. Corrections for the v:elocity 

dependence of.X(t) were carried to second order in each case. These 

corrections to the velocity spectrum were small and convergence was 

rapid. The half-life13 of Tb
161 

used throughout these calculations 

was 7.0 days; this value was found to be consistent with all the 

data. 
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III . RESULTS 

A. Introduction 

The earliest work in this research was largely exploratory in 

nature. Short experiments were performed at a number of pressures 

between one atmosphere and 30 kbar in an effort to determine quickly 

whether large absorption effects would occur with this system in this 

pressure range. Although these experiments were by no means sufficiently 

thorough to give detailed velocity spectra, below 25 kbar no large 

absorption effects were observed. However, at a pressure near 30 kbar, 

qualitative evidence for several deep resonance minima was obtained. 

It was at this pressure, therefore, that a thorough systematic study of 

the velocity spectrum was made. Later a similar study was performed at 

a pressure near 50 kbar. Finally, an effort was made to obtain the 

velocity spectrum at a pressure near 100 kbar, as well as to repeat the 

experiment at atmospheric pressure with greater precision. The results 

of these experiments will be given in the following sections. 

For convenience, the three principal elevated pressures at which 

these experiments were performed will be referred to as 30 kbar, 50 kbar, 

and 100 kbar. As discussed in Sec. II-B, an exact knowledge of absolute 

pressures was not available, so that the above numbers represent merely 

labels for the identification of different experiments. Howeve~, the 

nominal pressures of the experiments, as calculated from the loadings, 

lie very near these numbers, so that the general regions of pressure 

are correctly indicated. 

From a velocity spectrum it is possible to extract a quantitative 
. 48 

value for the relative recoil-free fraction. Shlrley et al. have 

shown that the recoil-free fraction f is directly proportional to the 

area above a transmission curve, and that the proportionality constant 

depends only upon parameters related to the absorber. Therefore, if 

two experiments are performed in which the conditions of the source are 

different, but the same absorber and the same conditions for the absorber 

are used, the following relationship holds: 
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f2 (Area) 2 j: ~ - T2 (v)] dv 
(24) 

fl (Area) 1 
= 

J_:: i 

- T1 (v)] dv i l 
L 

Thus, without explicit knowledge of the absorber parameters, a ratio of 

recoil-free fractions may be obtained. In the following sections use 

is made of this relationship to give the recoil-free fraction at a 

pressure P relative to that at 30 kbar. The trend of the quantities 

fp/f30 will be adequate to define the pressure dependence of the recoil

free fraction. 

The overall width of a velocity spectrum will be treated in the 

following manner to obtain quantities related to the overall width of the 

emission pattern. A quantity m is defined as the energy difference 

between the highest- and lowest-energy components of the emission pattern; 

i.e., the overall width for the source. Similarly, a quantity tE is 
a 

defined for the absorber. Then, the observed width of a velocity 

spectrum tE b is the sum of L::E and m . For two experiments using 
o s a 

the same absorber an expression independent· of m is given by 
a 

(25) 

Also, this expression may be rearranged to give a lower limit on the 

ratio of the L::E's: 

(tEobs )2 

(L::Eob) l 
(26) 

With the 30 kbar experiment as a reference spectrum, the quantities 

and ~/L::E30 will be given at each pressure. 

For the cases ·in which it was possible to do so, the velocity 

co-ordinate of the spectrum centroid was computed. This is given by 
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v 

J: [ l - T(v) J v dv 

J:: [1 - T(v) ] dv 

(27) 

The quantity v 
. 161 

between Dy 

is of interest as a measure of the chemical shift 

in Gd and Dy161 in Dy. 

B. Velocity Spectrum at 30 kbar 

The transmission spectrum as a function of relative velocity for 

the 30 kbar experiment is shown in Fig. 7· The curve is defined by 

approximately 100 data points taken at velocity increments of 0.37 mm/sec, 

with an average statistical error per point of ± 0.26ojo. Each portion of 

the spectrum was measured at least .four times, with different sources, 

over a period of about one year. Reproducibility of all the features 

of this spectrum was excellent. These data were taken at a loading of 

3500 psi, corresponding to a nominal pressure of 30.8 kbar. 

Two features of this velocity spectrum are readily apparent. 

First, there is a complex hfs and, secondly, the pattern is asymmetric, 

both with respect to zero velocity and with respect to the line positions. 

A measure of the asymmetry about zero velocity is given by the velocity 

co-ordinate of the centroid: v 4.0 ± 0.2 mm/sec. An interpretation 

of the asymmetric hfs will be the subject of a later discussion. 

As mentioned earlier, this spectrum will serve as a reference 

for the description of the spectra at other pressures. For this reason, 

considerable effort was spent in reducing the statistical error of the 

points and in accurately defining the line positions. The area above 

the curve and the overall width of the spectrum have been used to obtain 

and L'E 
p 

reported in the following sections. 
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Fig. 7. Velocity spectrum at 30 kbar for Dy
161 

situated in 
Gd with a thin Dy absorber. 
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c. Velocity Spectrum at 50 kbar 

The transmission spectrum for the experiment at 50 kbar is shown 

in Fig. 8. The curve is defined by approximately 200 data points taken 

at velocity increments of 0.37 mm/sec, with an average statistical error 

per point of ± 0.4%. Each portion of the spectrum was measured at least 

twice, with different sources; over a period of about six months. Most 

of the features of this spectrum were reproducible, although certain 

portions were repeated several times because of poor reproducibility. 

These data were taken at a loading of 6000 psi, corresponding to a 

nominal pressure of 52.8 kbar. 

It should be noted that the hfs of the 50-kbar spectrum is even 

more complex than that of the 30-kbar spectrum. There appearc: to be 

approximately twice as many lines in the 50-kbar spectrum, spread over 

a larger velocity range. Again the pattern is asymmetric about zero 

velocity, as indicated by the velocity co-ordinate of the centroid: 

v = 2.0 ± 0.4 mm/sec. From the area above the curve one obtains 

f
50

/f
30 

1.81 ± 0.05. The overall width- of the transmission curve 

compared with the 30-kbar spectrum is given by 

ti!50 - LSE
30 

= 2. 67 ± 0. 05 em/ sec and t:E
50

/ LSE
30 

>- l. 9. 

D. Results at Other Pressures 

An experiment at atmospheric pressure was performed by using an 

"automatic" loudspeaker-driven velocity spectrometer. 49 The use of this 

device permitted a much larger counting geometry than was possible in 

the high-pressure experiments. Also, the continuously-varying velocity 

eliminated the need for source-decay corrections. The velocity scale 

for the experiment was established by a measurement of the well-known 

velocity spectrum50,5l of Fe57. With Dy161, counts were take~ re

peatedly until a statistical accuracy of better than 0.1% for each 

velocity point was attained. The results of this experiment were 

negative: no nuclear-resonance-absorption effects were found within the 
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Fig. 8. Velocity spectrum at 50 kbar for Dy161 situated in 
Gd with a thin Dy absorber. 
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statistical accuracy quoted. Consequently, it is possible to set an 

upper limit on the recoil-free fraction at 1 atm relative to that at 

30 kbar as f 0/f30
< 0.3. 

In an initial search for large changes in counting rates for a 

source under pressure, short experiments were performed at nominal 

pressures of 2.2, 17.6, 19.3, 22.0, 26.4,-and 28.6 kbar. In each case 

some evidence for a small nuclear-resonance absorption effect was observed, 

with counting rate changes as high as 1% at the latter two pressures. 

However, the ·data are too sparse to draw any conclusions concerning the 

velocity spectra at these pressures, and no further experimental work 

was pursued at these lower pressures. 

Finally, an experiment was performed at a loading of 11 000 psi, 

corresponding to a nominal pressure of 96·7 kbar. This pressure, pre

viously referred to as 100 kbat, was considered to be about the practical 

upper limit for a counting experiment with the existing equipment. A 

considerable amount of data was taken at this pressure, but the results 

are complicated by an experimental difficulty discovered at the end of 

the run. At some point during the application of pressure the sample had 

shifted from a centered position on the anvils, and a small portion of 

the source sheared off. This portion, at atmospheric pressure, contri

buted nonresonant counts to the counting rate of the remainder of the source 

under high pressure. Also, since thearea of the source was smaller, it 

was undoubtedly under some pressure higher than 100 kbar. Nevertheless 

some useful information could be obtained from the data. In parti-

cular, the overall width of the spectrum was not affected and was easily 

measured to give t:E100 - t:E
30 

= 5·5 ± 0.2 em/sec, and t:E100/t:E30 )- 2.8. 

By applying an estimated correction for the effect of the extra counts 

the relative recoil-free fraction could be obtained, even though this 

procedure introduces a very large error; the result is f 100/f
30 

= 3 ± 1. 

There was some evidence for hfs throughout the spectrum, but the large 

error prevents giving a detailed velocity spectrum. 
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E. Summary and Comparison of Results 

The results of the previous sections will be compared in twoways. 

First the quantitative results are brought together for comparison in 

Table II. Secondly, the general shapes of the velocity spectra are com

pared schematically in Fig. 9· 

0 

Table II. Quantities experimentally determined in this work . 

(kbar) 
fp, 
-~-

f30 

.tE obs 
(em/sec) 

(1 atm) ~ 0.3 

30 1 3·15 

50 1.81 ± 0.05 5.82 

100 3 ± 1 8.6 

0 1 

2.67 ± 0.05 _)1.9 

5·5 ± 0.2 _)2.8 

v 
(mm/sec) 

4.0 ± 0.2. 

2.0 ± 0.4 

The curves in Fig. 9 represent smoothed velocity spectra arbitrarily 

drawn through the data points. A smoothed velocity spectrum may be 

thought of as a smooth curve upon which the hfs is to be superimposed 

to give the experimental spectrum. Smoothed velocity spectra are used 

here for the graphical comparison of widths, areas, and shapes to avoid 

the added complexity of hfs. Indeed, for the 100-kbar spectrum only the 

smoothed velocity spectrum can be given from the data, and this with con

siderably less accuracy than for the other two curves in Fig. 9· 

Two qualitative conclusions may be drawn immediately from this 

comparison. With increasing pressure: 

(1) recoil-free fractions increase; 

(?) hyperfine splittings increase. 

These two effects summarize the influence of high pressures on the 

M8ssbauer effect in Dy161 as determined from this experimental work. 

The remainder of this report will discuss the interpretation of these 

results. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Recoil-Free Fractions 

The experimentally found increase of recoil-free fractions with 

pressure is not unexpected, for, indeed, it was this expectation that 

provided the original motivation for these experiments. However, the 

manner in which the recoil-free fraction increases in this system-

i.e., by an overall broadening of the velocity spectrum rather than by 

decreasing transmission--was somewhat unexpected .. As mentioned earlier, 

a simple classical picture of the effect of pressure on recoil-free 

gamma-ray emission consists of imagining each atom of a solid under 

pressure to have a greater force constant due to the decrease inter-

' 

nuclear distances. Thus each atom is more "tightly bound" in the crystal- r-~ 

line lattice, makcbig recoil upon emission of a gamma ray more difficult, 

and leading to an increased recoil-free fraction. 

Expressed in another way, force constants, crystalline binding, 

and recoil-free fractions are related to the Debye temperature of a solid, 

so that one might expect to deduce the influence of pressure on the 

recoil-free fraction from the pressure behay~or of the Debye temperature. 

The characteristic temperature 8 of the Debye model of a solid is a 

function of the presssure and volume of the solid, and this dependence 

can be approximated by tbe Grfineisen equation:52 

d ln e 
d ln V - 'Y ' (28) 

where 'Y is the Grlineisen constant. for the material. The volume V, of 

course, decreases with increasing pres· sure, in the absence of any solid

state transitions. Grlineisen constants of many materials have been 

found from experimental data,53 and in every case the sign of the con

stant is positive. With positive"/, re increases with decreasing V; 

or, e increases with increasing pressure. Therefore, one might predict 

that recoil-free fractions should increase with pressure on the basis 

of this kind of qualitative reasoning. 
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It is desirable to obtain a quantitative expression for the 

recoil-free fraction as a function of pressure, so that the experimental 

results can be compared with theory. Recalling that the recoil-free 

fraction is given by a Debye-Waller factor in Eq. (2), 

ln f (2) 

one may obtain the desired expression by inserting the pressure dependence 

of 8. In the theoretical treatment of Hanks2 this is done by integrating 

Eq. (28) to obtain the volume dependence of 8: 

G- v -v )
2

"" l 2 

vl 
(29) 

Hanks further assumes that the volume changes 12.V/V
1 

are sufficiently 

small that Eq. ( 29) can be approximated by 

/ \2 
( ~ l , 8 f 

\ .. 2/ 
(30) 

However, the remainder of Hanks' treatment was carried out for the case 

where T/8 is very small, so that his repu:)..ts are not suitable for 

comparison with the present experimental data for which T/8 > l. 

For the case where T/8 >> l , one may proceed in the following 

manner. When T/8 is greater than about 1.6, the integral in Eq. (2) 

is well approximated54 by 

t dt 

et - l 
(31) 

This yields a very simple high-temperature expression for the recoil

free fraction: 



ln f,=-
6RT 

ke? 
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(T/8 > 1.6). .·! (32) 

Taking the ratio of two recoil-free fractions, and app~yin,g Eq ~. (30), 

one obtains 

ln 6RT 
k ~

1 ! 

e 2 -
2 . 

12 RTy 6V 

k8 2 vl 
. 1 

(33) 

Equation (33) adequately describesthe volume dependence of f 2/f1 if 

e
1 

and 6V/V
1 

are known at the reference pressure P
1

; generally these 

are given only for P1 = 1 atm. 

When P1 I= 1 atm it is desirable to express f 2/f1 in terms of 

quantities referred to atmospheric pressure. With the subscript 0 for 

quanti ties at P d = 1 atm, 

ln f2 " 12 R?-'Y r 0 -V2 

fl k80 2 ~ vo 
12 RT)' 

ke' 2 . 
~0 

(

6V2 

v . 
0 

6V1~ v . 
0 

(34) 

An expression of this form may be used whenever the volume data are 

available and the pressures are accurately known. For comparison with 

the results of the present experiments, however, Eq. (34) may be placed 
. · · · - 4o 

in a more suitable form by introduction of the Slater expression for 

the pressure dependence of t:ovjv
0 

, 

t:N 

v; = (4) 

and by making use of the proportionality between pressure and loading 

to define a.new variable, x: 

X • (35) 
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By using a ratio of accurately known loadings the uncertainties in the 

pressure scale, which have been discussed previously, are eliminated. 

With some rearrangement the final result is 

ln 12 RT y 

k e 2 
0 

(x-1). (36) 

After inserting the value of the recoil energy for the 25.6-keV 

t · t· · Dy161 a f th k f B ·a 28 1 at . gamma . ran1s 10n 1n . an· , rom e wor o r1 gman , vo ume a a 

for. the 30-K.bar reference state, one obtains an expression for the 

pressure dependence of recoil-free fractions suitable for comparison 

with the present experimental results: 

log ~;O = - O.Oo49'Y (~;) 
2 

(:._2 - 7x + 6). (37) 

It may be seen from Table I that values of the Debye temperature for 

Gd and Dy metals have been quoted as being near 150; however, these 

values are for the pure metals--the Debye temperature for a Dy impurity 

in Gd is not known. Similarly, Table I gives four values of the 

Grlineisen constants for the two metals because, in this case, two 

different methods of obtaining the constant give results which do not 

agree. Therefore, the approach taken in comparing the experimental 

results with Eq. (37) was to consider e~/~ as an adjustable parameter 

and to attempt to fit Eq. (37) to the data points by using a reasonable 
2 

value for eo/~ 

In Fig. 10 the four experimental points are shown together with 

the calculated curve for e~/~ = 6000. This is the largest value of 
2 

e0j~ for which the calculated curve passes reasonably near all four 

data points; it may thus be considered as the upper limit on this 

parameter that can be obtained by a curve~fitting process. Similar 

good fits are qbtained for all values down to e~/~ = 3600. However, 

it is important to note that if the Debye temperature and Grlineisen 

constant of this system are near the values given in Table I one might 
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expect to find a value of 8~/'Y of the order of 20 000. Therefore, a 

low value of 8~/'Y can only be explained by an unusually low Debye 

temperature or by an unusually high Grlineisen constant. 

Of these two choices it appears that the experimental results 

are more reasonably consistent with a Debye temperature of 75 to 100 

for a Dy impurity in Gd metal at atmospheric pressure. If the Debye 

temperature were near the normal value for the pure metal the Gr!lneisen 

constant would have a value of at least 4; this does not seem likely in 

view of the fact that nearly all the known Grlineisen constants for many 

materials53 lie between 1 and 2. The best evidence for a low Debye 

temperature is the experimental result that the resonant absorption 

effect at atmospheric pressure was sufficiently small that it could not 

be measured. As indicated earlier, one might expect f ~ 0.13 with a 

normal Debye temperature, and resonant absorption effects from a recoil

free fraction of this magnitude could have easily been detected. If 

instead 80 is in the range from 75 to 100, one finds from Eq. (32) that 

recoil-free fractions from only 0.0003 to 0.01 may be expected. It is 

doubtful that resonant absorption effects from such small recoil-free 

fractions could have been detected, even with the high statistical 

accuracy with which the atmospheri.c -pressure experiment was performed. 

Some justification for a low Debye temperature is available on 

a purely geometrical basis. The size of a Dy atom is somewhat less than 

that of a Gd atom, as may be seen by comparing the atomic volumes given 

in Table I. This indicates that when a Dy atom is situated in a Gd 

lattice, that atom has more space in which to excute themal vibrations 

than do the Gd atoms. Thus the Dy impurity has a smaller force constant 

and is subject to weaker binding forces in the lattice, leading to a low 

Debye temperature. Also, since the impurity is formed by radioactive 

decay, an unknown amount of radiation damage is suffered by the lattice. 

This would also tend to weaken the binding of the impurity and lower 

the Debye temperature. Radiation damage suffered by the source in the 

reactor is probably not an important factor in giving a low Debye tem

perature since the pressures used serve the same function as high

temperature annealing in removing imperfections. 
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Many other M8ssbaurer experiments have been performed in which 

information on the Debye temperature has been obtained. It is rather 

common that the results of such measurements do not agree with Debye 

temperatures obtained by other methods, such as heat-capacity measure

ments on pure materials. The general practice has become to assign an. 

"effective" Debye temperature to the results of a M5ssbauer experiment. 

The relationship of effective Debye temperatures to the corresponding 

Debye temperatures of pure materials is quite varied. In many cases 

there is reasonable agreement between the two values, but a few cases 

have been observed where the effective Debye temperature was considerably 

greater, and it is not uncommon to find a considerably lower Debye tem

perature. For example, Shirley et a1. 48 report that for Au197 in a num

ber of host materials the latter is true. Ofer et al. 23 give 8 for Dy161 

in Gd2o
3 

as 230°K. This indicates that the present low result cannot 

be attributed to the presence of oxides in the source, although no 

special efforts were made to prevent their formation. 

One therefore obtains quantitative agreement between the experi

mental results and the theory by making a reasonable assumption about 

the magnitude of the Debye temperature of the impurity atom. Although 

Eq. (36) was derived with the help of some rather severe approximations 

it nevertheless gives results that are apparently consistent with ex

periment. In particular, it satisfactorily explains the observed in

crease in recoil-free fractions with pressure. 

As stated earlier, only ratios of recoil-free fractions have 

been given here because f', the fraction of gamma rays absorbed without 

recoil, is unknown, and because the ratios are sufficient to establish 

the effect of pressure on the system. However, it is still possible to 

assign upper limits on the absolute recoil-free fraction at each pressure, 

since f can never be greater than unity, by de'finition. Thus, 

f 100 _:::; 1, and the upper limits· on the recoil-free fractions at the re- ', 

maining pressures become: f
50 

.::;_ 0. 6; f
30

..:;::: 1/3; and f
0 

..( 0 .l. By 

using the experimental result at atmospheric pressure as a guide, it is 

possible that the true values for these absolute recoil-free fractions may 

be as little as 20% of theuupper limits. 
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B. Hyperfine Splittings 

The interpretation of the observed hyperfine splittings will be 

treated in two ways. First, the detailed hfs of one of the velocity 

spectra will be compared with calculated spectra in order to obtain some 

insight into the splitting mechanism. Secondly, the observed values for 

the overall splittings will be correlated with quadrupole coupling con

stants obtained in different ways. A simple model will be proposed to 

account for the increase with pressure of the splittings. 

For comparison with the observed velocity spectra, theoretical 

M8ssbauer absorption spectra may be calculated in the following manner. 

For the case of no resonant self-absorption in the source, the trans

mitted intensity at velocity v of several recoil-free emission lines 

passing through an absorber with several resonant absorption cross

section lines is given55 generally by: 

T(v) (38) 

i 

where I. (E) is the energy distribution of the ith recoil-free emission 
l -

line, and a.(E,v) is the energy distribution of the jth resonant ab-
J -

sorption cross-section line at absorber velocity v. Here n is the 
2 absorber thickness in atoms/em , a is the isotopic abundance of the 

reasonantly absorbing isotope, and f' is the fraction of recoil-free 

absorptions given by Eq. (2). 

Each recoil-free emission and absorption line may be assumed to 

have a Lorenzian shape characterized by the level width r , related to 

the lifetime of the excited state by the uncertainty principle. Then, 

the energy distribution of the ith recoil-free emission line, with 

normalized transition probability W. and centered about an energy E., 
l l 

is given by 

I. (E) 
l 

w. 
l 

r/27r (39) 
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Similarly, for the jth absorption line, 

cr.(E,v) 
J 

crw. 
J 

r?-/4 
(E-E. +! E.) 2 + r?-/4 

J c J 

(40) 

where cr is the unattenuated resonant absorption cross section given 

by Eq. (3), setting f - .f'l 
- .L 1. The transition probabilities W. and 

l 

coefficients with w. are proportional to the squares of Clebsch-Gordan 
J 

the property that 

I w. =I w. 1 
l J 

(41) 

i j 

Thus, with lines having a Lorenzian shape, the velocity spectrum becomes 

T(v) =I 
l 

100 

W. 
l 0 

r12:rr . exp [-naf'cr Iw. 
(E-E.)

2 +r?-/4 J J 
l 

(42) 

Except for certain special cases the integral in Eq. (42) cannot 

be evaluated in analytic form. However, this integral may readily be 

evaluated numerically with the aid of high-speed electronic co~uters. 

A program was written for an IBM 704 computer, and later modified for 

an IBM 7090 co~uter, to calculate a transmission spectrum by the repeated 

numerical evaluation of Eq .. (42) at a number of velocities. The num

erical integration was performed by the si~le trapezoidal rule, but 

with a large number of increments, The nature of Eq, (42) is such that 

the integration was 

~ .· IfE) and exp 

i 

most easily performed by the separate evaluation of 

[ -naf' ~ cr /E) ] at 5000 energy points each, then 
l 

multiplying point by point and summing. Performing the integration in 
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this way results in a considerable saving of G.OniJ?U:t.er·tirre over the usual 

tr~J;?~g;qi!i~il:-":r:'ll'lc~( methods. The program acc~pts arbitrary sets of num- · 

bers Ei and EJ. giving line positions, and W. and W. giving line intensities. 
l J 

This program was used to generate.a variety of theoretical velocity 

spectra for comparison with experiment. Since the search for a cal

culated spectrum to fit the experimental data was largely a trial and 

error process, a thorough study was limited to the 30-kbar spectrum 

because of its greater simplicity and definition. The asswnption was 

made that each nuclear energy level with spin quantwn number I could be 

split into 2I+l sublevels labeled by the quantum numbers m having values 

.from -I to +I, and that the energy f. of a sublevel, relative to the 

energy of the unsplit level, could be given by 

Am+B 
2 

3m - I(I+l) 
I(2I-l) 

(43) 

Then, A is a measure of any magnetic interaction, and B is a measure of 

any electric quadrupole interaction. Gamma transitions occur between 

sublevels of different nuclear energy levels, subject to the selection 

rule ~ = 0, ± l for dipole radiation. In general, A and B are 

different for different nuclear energy levels" By giving values to A 

and B for each level the energies Eo of the set of gamma transitions may 
. l 

be obtained. A similar process gives the relative energies E. of the 
J 

set of absorption lines. Thus, ~i~ht parameters are required to specify 

the energies alone" Without some form of simplifying assumptions, the 

task of simultaneously varying all of these parameters to give a unique 

fit to the data would be nearly hopeless. 

For Dy161, where the spins of both the ground state and the 

25.6-keV excited state are 5/2, there can be up to 16 hyperfine com

ponents in a gamma transition, so that the situation is quite complex. 

Several kinds of simplifying assumptions were attempted, each reducing 

the problem to that of the systematic variation of only one or two 

parameters" From the many velocity spectra that were generated the one 

which most accurately reproduces the line positions and intensities for 
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the 30-kbar data is shown in Fig. 11. To achieve this fit the overall 

width and depth of the calculated spectrum were forced to match the ex

perimental data, and two important assumptions were introduced to reduce 

the problem to manageable proportions. 

First, absorber cToss-section patterns were assumed to be much 

narrower than the emission pattern at 30 kbar. The work of the Manchester 

group26 mentioned earlier shows clearly that the hyperfine splitting be

comes very small as Dy metal goes paramagnetic. Since the Dy absorber 

used in the present study was always in its paramegnetic temperature 

range, it seems reasonable to assume a fairly narrow absorption pattern 

with very little hyperfine splitting. However, a single unsplit absorber 

line does not yield a suitable fit to the data. Therefore, the next 

most simple pattern was used to obtain the spectrum in Fig. 11. This 

consists of two incompletely resolved lines with an overall width of 

about six natural line widths, as shown in Fig. 12. 

The second assumption concerns the nature of the splitting in the 

source: that the splitting is due entirely to the interaction between 

the nuclear electric quadrupole moment of each state and the electric 

field gradient at the nucleus; i.e., to set A = 0 in Eq. ( 4 3) . The 

asymmetry of the line positions in the 30-kbar velocity spectrum in

dicates the presence of quadrupole interactions; again, large magnetic 

effects are not to be expected in the paramagnetic source. Thus it is 

probable that the quadrupole interactions are predominant. 

When the problem is simplified in this manner the most important 

adjustable parameter is the ratio of the quadrupole mom=nts Q of the 

f . t ·t d t t d th d t t f D 161 Th' t~ d lrs exc l e s a e an e groun s a e o y . lS :ra ~jc_Q,;. _. e-

signated here by Z, was systematically varied over the range -2 -~ Z~ + 2, 

with the best result shown in Fig. 11 for 

Z = Q(25.6-keV)/Q(g.s) = 1.30. 

The fit to the experimental data was not improved very much for small 

variations in the value of Z between 1.25 and 1.35. Since the observed 

line widths are somewhat greater than the natural line width of the 

25.6-keV transition, the calculations were made using an "effective" 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the experimental velocity spectrum 
at 30 kbar with a theoretical spectrum calculated- by 
assuming pure ~uadrupole splitting in the source, with 
Z = 1.30, and a narrow doublet pattern for the absorber. 
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Fig. 12. Theoretical absorber cross-section pattern used 
to calculate the theoretical velocity spectrum shown 
in Fig. 11. 
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'lifetime for the 25.6 keV state of 1.0 xlo-8 . For the ground state, 

B = 220 Me was used with the 30-kbar spectrum. The relative energies 

E1. and intensities W. for the seven possible recoil-free gamma trans-
1 -

itions arising from quadrupole splitting are given in Table III. In. 

going from. the case of equal quadrupole moments (Z = 1) to the case of 

the excited state having the larger quadrupole moment (Z > 1), the 

emission pattern changes from five symmetrically positioned lines to 

seven asymmetrically positioned lines. This is shown in Fig. 13 where 

the splittings are compared for Z = 1 and Z = 1.30. 

Table III. Energies and intensities of gamma components from quadrupole 
splitting. 

i 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

E./B(g.s.) 1 

-0.2 z -1.0 

-0.8 z +0.2 

-0.8 z ±().8 

-0.2 z +QC.2 

+1.0 z -1.0 

-0.2 z +0.8 

+1.0 z +0.2 

105 w. 1 

10 

16 

19 

9 

25. 

16 

10 

The value of Z obtained by fitting theoretical velocity spectra 

to the 30-kbar data may be compared with results of measurements by 

other techniques. Dysprosium-161 lies in a region of highly deformed 

nuclei and should therefore be adequately described by the Bohr-Mottelson

Nilsson model, 56 ,57 in which intrinsic states may be assigned the quan-

tum numbers Krr(N n A ) . 
z 

the intrinsic states 5/2 

161 . 58 For Dy , Mottelson and N1lsson assign 

- (5 2 3) to the 25.6-keV level and 5/2 + (6 4 2) 

to the gro~d state. No previous measurements have been made of the' 

ratio of the quadrupole moments of these two states. However, the 
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±312 
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±312 
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MU-29236 

13. Gamma-ray components between two nuclear levels, 
each with I = 5/2 and with pure electric quadrupole 
splitting. At the bottom, on energy scales, are the 
emission patterns associated with Z = 1.00 and Z = 1.30. .. 
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ground state of the adjacent even-odd isotope, Dy163 , is also thought 

to be a 5/2 - (5 2 3) level, so that the ratio of the ~uadrupole moments 
163 161 of Dy and Dy should be very nearly e~ual to z. Such a measure-

ment has been made by Park59 using paramagnetic resonanace techni~ues 
to find 

Q(l63)/Q(l6l) 1.18 ± 0.15. 

This is in excellent agreement with the value of Z found here and gives 

some justification for the assumptions used to obtain that value .. 

Figure ll shows that the fit to the data is not very good in 

certain portions of the spectrum, particularly at positive velocities. 

However, the positions of the major lines in the spectrum are success

fully reproduced despite the intensity discrepancies. It is felt that 

these points of disagreement are due to the imperfect assumptions used 

as a basis for the calculations. The greatest shortcoming of the 

assumptions is probably the neglect of magnetic interactions, although 

the results indicate that if they are present they must be small com

pared with the ~uadrupole interact:Lon. It was implicitly assumed that 

all the Dy atoms in the Gd host experience the same field; this may not 

be necessarily true. As for the assumption concerning the absorber, 

very little can be said about its validity at this time. An experimental 

study designed to measure the hfs of Dy161 in Dy metal at room temperature 

would give extremely valuable information for improved calculations of 

this sort. 

Even though the assumptions used herein to obtain a theoretical 

spectrum to fit the experimental data probably oversimplify the problem, 

the fit is sufficiently good that the assumption of predominant ~uad

rupole splitting and une~ual ~uadrupole moments in the ground and ex

cited states can be taken as established. It ~ppears that these assump

tions are no longer ade~uate at the higher pressures. For example, the 

velocity spectrum at 50 kbar contains far too many lines to be success

fully explained by pure ~uadrupole splitting in the source. In this 

~~ase one might invoke an additional small interaction, possibly magnetic 
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origin, to remove the twofold degeneracy of each line obtained from pure 

quadrupole splittings, and thus account for the observed spectrum. 

Alternatively, an argument might be made for Dy atoms in two different 

kinds of lattice sites with different quadrupole splittings. However, 

due to the complexity introduced by an additional interaction or lattice 

site, no detailed calculations have been made for the 50-kbar data. 

If the viewpoint is taken that the overall splitting is predominantly 

due to the electric quadrupole interaction at all pressures up to 100 

kbar, an interesting correlation may be obtained between the measured 

values of lE and the quadrupole coupling constants B. For this purpose 

it is assumed that in the first approximation in the relative energies 

of the sublevels are given by 

t:..= 
2 

e q Q 
4 

2 
)m - I(I+l) 
I(2I-l) 

., (44) 

where e is the electronic charge, q is the electric field gradient 
2 

at the nucleus, and B = e q Q/4. For both the 25.6-keV level and the 

ground state of Dy
161 

this expression becomes 

2 
(0.) m - 0.875) B, (45) 

although the value of B differs for the two states. By using Eq. (45) 

the energies of the seven gamma transitions between sublevels of the 

two states may be calculated as a function of Z; these are given in 

Table III. 

Since the quantity LE, which was obtained from the experimental 

velocity spectra as discussed in Sec. III-A, is defined as the energy 

difference between the highest- and lowest-energy gamma components, it 

may be obtained from the energy expressions of Table III. Due to cross

overs in the energies as Z is varied there are several ranges, each with 

a different expression for ~: • 
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(-1.8 Z + 1.8) B, z <_ o, 

1.8 B, 0 .:( Z-( 0.5, 

tiE = (1.2 z 1.2) B, (46) + 0.5~Z<2, 

1.8 z B, 2 <_z. 

Thus a plot of tiE vs B consists of a family of straight lines, differing 

in z, which pass through the origin, as shown in Fig. 14. A useful 

property of Eq .. (46) is that no value of Z gives a coefficient of B 

smaller than l. 8, which is the minimum slope for the family of lines in 

Fig. 14. Horizontal lines are drawn in Fig. 14 at the experimental values 

of tiE , and the points of intersection with the minimum-slope line 
'-, 

give absolute upper limits 'on the values of B. These are given in 
I 

Table IV together with the points of intersection with the line for 

Z = 1.30. The latter tabulation involves a small error because the 

horizontal lines plotted are for the observed widths of velocity spectra, 

and these are numerically greater than fE for the emission lines. How

ever, if the width of the absorber pattern is small compared to tiE at 

30 kbar, as it previously was assumed to be, then the error is also 

small. 

Table IV. Quadrupole coupling constants 
derived from experimental splittings. 

Pressure B (Me) B (Me) 
(kbar) upper limit z = 1.30 

30 360 235 
50 670 435 

100 1000 650 
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MU-29237 

Fig. 14. Overall hyperfine splitting tE as a function of 
the quadrupole coupling constant B, for various values 
of z. The horizontal shaded areas give the experimentally 
observed values of tE at three pressures. The vertical 
lines give the values of B calculated for the Dy+3 4fb 5d 
configuration. 
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Since the increasing quadrupole coupling constants given in Table 

IV imply that the electric field gradient at the nucleus increases with 

pressure, it is interesting to compare these numbers with the quadrupole 

coupling constants due to the electric field gradient of a 5d electron 

on a Dy ion. The results of such a calculation are also shown in Fig. 

14, as vertical lines at the calculated value of B for different values 

of the 5d electron's azimuthal quantum number m. The factors entering 

into this calculation will be given in the following discussion. 

The electric field gradient due to a single electron is given 

by the expectation value of the quantum-mechanical operator. 

2l 1 

2lz2 r 

which is equivalent to the expectation value of (3 cos2e - l)/r3, where 

r and e refer to spherical co-ordinates. Therefore, the quadrupole 

coupling constant is given by 

B (4 7) 

161 
Here we will use, for the quadrupole moment of the ground state of Dy , 

-24 2 24 the value Q = 2 X 10 . em found by Bauminger et al. in MBssbauer 

absorption experiments. The factor (3 cos2e - l) is easily calculated 

because the angular wave functions are simp.ly spherical harmonics 

y; (8,¢) for a 5d electron the functions y2 1m
1

1 (8 3 ¢) were used. The 

resulting values of (3 cos2e - l) are given in Table V, for each azimuthal 

sublevel m. 

Table v. Calculated quantities for Dy+3 4f85d configuration. 

2 
- l) "(£-3) B{M(}) m (3 cos e ( q .. · . 

0 4/7 17.6 306 

±l 2/7 8.8 153 

±2 -4/7 -17.6 -306 
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The choice of a value for (r-3) is made somewhat difficult by 
60 the existence of several sets of values by different authors. Bleaney 

has given a tabulation of (r-3) for the rare-earth ions, while Judd 

· d - 61 · 1 1 f b th · d t ·u · lf and L1n gren g1ve ower va ues or o 10ns an a oms. s1ng se -

consist€mt-field wave functions, Ridley62 has calculated (r -3 ) for Pr +3 

and Tm+3, from which values for the other rare-earth ions may be inter-

.polated. For the present problem, however, a more appropriate value was 

obtained by using the wave functions calculated by Rajnak63 for 4fn-l5d 

configurations. These wave functions are derived from Ridley 1 s wave 

functions for the 4fn configurations and are also tabulated for Pr+3 

and Tm+3 only. Therefore, (r-3)
5

d for both rare-earth ions was cal

culated by numerical integration; the value of (r-3)
5

d for Dy+3 

obtained by linear interpolation is 30.8 R-3. 

The values of the electric field gradients-q, given by 

(r -3) (~ cos2e - l), and the quadrupole coupling constants B, given by 

Eq. (4 7), have been calculated and are tabulated in Table v. Because 

there are large uncertainties in both Q and (r-3) , these results are 

most profitably compared with the order ofmagnitude of the experimental 

splittings. From Fig. 14 one sees that the field gradients due to a 5d 

electron give a splitting very near that of the 30-kbar velocity spectrum. 

This suggests a simple mechanism to account for the increased splitting 

with pressure. 

If the electric quadrupole interaction is predominant at all the 

pressures studied, then the experimentally observed .splittings require 

that the electric field gradient at the nucleus increase with pressure. 

The preceding calculation has shown that in the free ion, electric field 

gradients of the correct order of magnitude are created by the promotion 

of a 4f electron to a single 5d orbital. It seems reasonable to con

clude that a similar process could take place in the metallic state, with 

field gradients being produced by anisotropic population of 5d energy 

bands. 

The requirements of thi~ model are that one or more of the 5d 

energy bands.become lower in energy with decreasing internuclear distance 

(increasing pressure), and that these bands become lower than the Fermi 
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surface to different extents. For example, if the energy band formed 

from 5d orbitals with m = 0 becomes lower in energy with increasing 

pressure until it crosses the Fermi level of the metal, while the other 

5d energy bands do not do this, then the populating of this band would 

result in a polarization and thus an electric field gradient. . Also, the 

band would become increasingly populated with increasing pressure, leading 

to larger electric field gradients and larger hyperfine splittings, in 

agreement with the experimental trend. The 5d energy bands with different 

values of m are required to behave differently, for, if they were popu

lated equally, the net electric field gradient would be zero. This 

mechanism for the splitting, while not proven, is proposed as a simple 

and reasonable interpretation of the experimental results. 

As a condition for obtaining differential behavior of the 5d 

sub-bands in a hexagonal metal, the crystallographic c/a ratio must be 

different from the ideal value of 1.633 for closest-packed spheres. The 

latter value leads to each ion having 12 nearest neighbors and a zero 

field gradient. Values of c/a less than 1.633 lead to a positive lattice 

contribution to the electric field gradient at the nucleus, as has been 
64 shown by Das and Pomerantz. Thus for Gd with c/a = ~·591 there are 

six nearest neighbors, three in the plane above and three in the plane 

below, at aidistance of 3.569JL Also, there are six next-nearest 

neighbors, in the same plane, at a distance of 3.632 R. The distances 

to a Dy impurity will be somewhat different from these values, but the 

field gradients should persist. 

Finally, it should be noted that the same kind of splitting 

mechanism may he obtained from the Dy+3 4f86p configuration. One obtains 

(r-3)6p ~ 75 ~-3, and for m = 0 the value of B is of the order of 

600 Me. However, on the basis of Rajnak's calculated energies63 for the 

one-electron configurations, the 6p state lies considerably higher in 

energy in the free ion than does the 5d s.tate. Because the relative 

positions of the 5d and 6p bands in the metal are not known, one can 

only judge by the free-ion results and conclude that a 4f electron can 

be most likely promoted to a 5d band rather than a 6p band. In either 

case, however, the quadrupole coupling constants obtained are not grossly 

different from those derived from the experimental results. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The entire area of research on the M13ssbauer effect is a quite 

young field, but M13ssbauer studies under high pressures are younger still 

and there is much yet to be learned in this area. However, it is hoped 

that the present work sheds some light on a previously unexplored field 

of research, and that it will prove useful to those who would use the 

M~ssbauer effect as a tool for high-pressure research, as well as to 

those who are interested in the fundamental nature of the M8ssbauer 

effect. It seems likely that future work in this £ield will require 

improved instrumentation using systems with simple splitting patterns 

and high recoil-free efficiencies. In this way studies of the effect of 

pressure on recoil-free fractions and hyperfine splittings can be carried 

out in much greater detail than was possible in this work. 

Several unanswered questions have been raised by this work on 

Dy161 . A few of the useful experiments which should be performed in

clude: measurement of hyperfine splittings and recoil-free fractions 

for Dy161 in Dy metal in the paramagnetic temperature range; a search 

for an environment giving a very narrow unsplit emission or absorption 

line with Dy161; careful measurement of velocity spectra between 20 and 

30 kbar in a search for a shar:p transition; and many others. When such 

information becomes available perhaps some of the assumptions used here 

can be removed and a more exact interpretation of these phenomena given. 

.... 
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